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Abstra t
Point based visualization methods are an emerging eld with a tive resear h. While
these methods are usually based on ray tra ing point louds a quired from laser s anners or similar te hniques, this thesis applies a very e ient pro edure introdu ed by
Anders Adamson and Mar Alexa dire tly to the uniform three dimensional s alar data
from a simulation. In parti ular, it is examined if the present surfa e re onstru tion
of the free surfa e uid simulator implemented at the department of omputer s ien e
for system simulation at the University of Erlangen-Nuremberg an be improved by the
Adamson & Alexa point based method. Beside the interpretation of the Adamson &
Alexa method as an energy fun tion and omparison with other energy fun tions, e.g.
based on the Mahalanobis distan e a ording to Nina Amenta and Yong Kil, an approa h to emphasize silhouettes is given and the quanti ation of the rendering quality
δ presented. Furthermore, it is shown how the energy fun tions an be used to generate
arbitrarily-ne isosurfa es via the ommon mar hing ubes algorithm. An additional
task is the examination of the method respe tively the suitability for an implementation
dire tly on graphi s hardware. As an artifa t of this thesis a visual appli ation allows
the intera tive exploration of the methods and their parameters.
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Zusammenfassung
Punktbasierte Methoden sind Teil einer Visualisierungsmethodik, die aktiv erfors ht
wird. Diese Methoden basieren übli herweise darauf, Punktwolken dur h Raytra ing zu
visualisieren - wobei die Punktwolken übli herweise dur h Lasers anner oder ähnli he
Ansätze erzeugt werden. Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wird ein sehr ezientes Verfahren
von Anders Adamson und Mar Alexa direkt auf die räumli he Datenstruktur eines
Skalarfeldes einer Simulation angewandt. Im Besonderen wird untersu ht, ob die bestehende Oberä henrekonstruktion des Simulators für freie Oberä hen der Universität
Erlangen-Nürnberg dur h die genannte Methode verbessert werden kann. Zusätzli h zur
Interpretation der Adamson & Alexa Methode als Energiefunktion wird diese mit weiteren Energiefunktionen vergli hen, z.B. basierend auf der Mahalanbis-Distanz, wie sie
von Nina Amenta und Young Kil vorges hlagen wurde. Ein Ansatz zur Betonung der Silhouette in Energiefunktion wird vorgestellt, ebenso wie ein Maÿ für die Quantizierung
der Darstellungsqualität δ . Darüber hinaus wird gezeigt wie mit den Energiefunktion
beliebig aufgelöste Isoä hen mit Hilfe des Mar hing Cubes Algorithmus erzeugt werden können. Eine weitere Aufgabe ist die Untersu hung der Methode bezügli h einer
direkten Implementierung auf Grakhardware. Als Artefakt ist im Rahmen der Master Thesis eine graphis he Anwendung entstanden, die die interaktive Erfors hung der
Methoden und ihrer Parameter auf vielfältige Weise erlaubt.
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1 Prefa e

1 Prefa e
1.1 Mathemati al Conventions
The default spa e for visualizing three dimensional data is R3 , and dis ussion of other
spa es is not in the s ope of this thesis (even if most methods an be easily transferred).
The drawings will be generally shown in R2 for larity (when they explain the same
prin iple, as this is often easier to interpret). Ve tors in R3 and R2 are shown with an
arrow ~v and in the general ase as lower ase letters (e.g. ν in ker T := {ν ∈ V |T ν = 0W }
). Matri es are shown with apital letters A. Points are shown as ve tors p~ , there is no
dieren e in type setting from a ve tor v~.

1.2 Referen es
Mu h eort has been spent in referen ing to publi ations. Espe ially on papers about
point based surfa e re onstru tion as there is no standard textbook available and hen e
this thesis shall give orientation in the often su essive evolution of the subje ts. In
ases where denitions or on ise spe i ations are taken from wikipedia the sour e is
given in the text but not in the bibliography.

1.3 Mathemati al Ba kground
As we are restri ted to the L2 spa e R3 , a Eu lidean spa e, the s alar produ t of two
ve tors ~v and ~u is dened as

 

u1
v1
√
h~v , ~ui =  v2  ·  u2  = v1 u1 + v2 u2 + v3 u3 .
u3
v3

As an applied norm, k·k within this do ument is the Eu lidean norm, the ve tor length
p
k~v k = k~v k2 = h~v , ~v i.
Hen e the omputation of the squared length exhibits a high-performan e on a CPU or
GPU1 due to ve torization and optimized fused multiply add operator:

1 Graphi

k~v k2 =

p

2

h~v , ~v i = h~v , ~v i = v12 + v22 + v32 .

s Pro essing Unit, see se tion 2.1.1

Fabian Wein
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1.3 Mathemati al Ba kground
The interior angle between two ve tors is given by


h~v , ~ui
−1
θ = cos
k~v kk~uk
and the often used form is

h~v , ~ui
=
k~v kk~uk



~u
~v
,
k~v k k~uk



= cos θ

whi h immediately show, that the s alar produ t of perpendi ular ve tors is zero and of
parallel ve tors is one.

Fabian Wein
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2 Theory

2 Theory
2.1 Visualization
Visualization1 is any te hnique for reating images or animations to ommuni ate a
message. In omputer s ien e, information visualization is the use of intera tive, visual
representations of abstra t data to aid ognition. S ienti visualization, whi h in ludes
the visualization of s alar and ve tor properties like pressure, speed of ow, dire tions
of ow, et . , is not onsidered here.
Restri ting the eld to the visualization of data from uid simulation with free surfa es, we ome to three dimensional data with a surfa e of potentially high urvature
whi h might also in lude drops and bubbles. Assuming the uid having properties similar to water and intera ting with a gas, refra tion and ree tion would appear in a
visualization based on physi al prin iples.
Information visualization starts with a very simple shape rendering, and ontinues by
adding more physi al ee ts to the rendering pro ess like darker silhouettes, light sour es
ausing shadows, shiny and glossy ee ts, the mentioned refra tion and ree tion, up to
austi s. These features are not simply aestheti , but also support omprehension. The
prin iples of uid visualization are well known, and often require onsiderable omputational eort.

2.1.1 Graphi s Hardware
State of the art omputer graphi s hardware, known as Graphi s Pro essing Units,
GPUs, ombine enormous pro essing power with ease of use, relieving the CPU for other
tasks like omputing the data the visualization is based on. This omes at the pri e that
this features are driven by tbe onsumer game industry and the produ ts within an
aordable pri e range do not really onsider s ientists' need. Generally, the usage of a
GPU restri ts to the usage of triangles and limits the ee ts one wants to visualize. Using
graphi s hardware, s ienti visualization is usually limited to te hniques the hardware
provides and the eorts for the triangulation on the appli ation side. The a tual triangle
load on the GPU and the image size is unlikely to be a bottlene k.

Mar hing Cubes
The method was patented by William E. Lorensen and Harvey E. Clin in June 1985, and
hen e it lost its patent prote tion in summer 2005. Given a uniform latti e with s alar
1 The

denition is taken from the wikipedia arti les about (Information) Visualization

Fabian Wein
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2.1 Visualization

Figure 2.1: This model onsists of only 16 × 16 × 16 ells. Left: 998 of the 4096 ells
dene the surfa e of the obje t. Middle: Creating 2000 triangles dire tly
from the lling levels of the ells using the mar hing ubes algorithm with
an isosurfa e of 0.2. Right: The same model is sub-sampled by dening an
o- enter energy eld (se tion 2.4.2) whi h is visualized again by mar hing
ubes using a ner grid (100k triangles).
values at the grid points as depi ted in gure 2.2, the mar hing ubes algorithm reates
an isosurfa e. For ea h ube, the isovalue is determined by linear interpolation along
the axes. There are a total of 28 potential ombinations for a single ube. A triangle
lookup table2 dire tly gives the resulting polygon. The main benets of the method is its
simpli ity and its speed whi h easily allows real-time pro essing [18℄. Minor drawba ks
are non-optimal triangulation (it does not onrm with a Delaunay triangulation) and
spe ial ases whi h are ambiguous and need spe ial treatment. It is also a standard
te hnique to improve the results by Gouraud shading or Phong shading. The real drawba k is that for sparse data, the algorithm does not reveal all the information en oded
in the the s alar values. This is shown in gure 2.1 and is the topi of this thesis.

Figure 2.2: The mar hing ubes algorithm. Sour e: wikipedia

2 The

256 ases redu e to just 14 unique ases

Fabian Wein
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2.1 Visualization

2.1.2 Ray Tra ing
Ray Tra ing is a lassi al approa h to reate pi tures of a three dimensional world. The
standard textbook is [8℄, where all relevant prin iples are des ribed. In the ontext of
this thesis only aspe ts relevant to uid visualization are overed. Ray Tra ing uses a
simple model of reality whi h allows the easy generation of realisti images - but with
generally high omputational osts whi h are, in prin iple, linear with the number of
pixels, or in order O (d 2 ) to the image dimensions3 (assuming a squared image).
viewing frustum

ray
y
eye
image plane
x
z

Figure 2.3: The prin iples of Ray Tra ing: Rays are generated from the eye point and
the pixels on image plane. The distan e and dimensions of the image plane
dene the viewing frustum, the visualized part of the world.

Interse ting Planes
The interse tion of rays with obje ts is demonstrated by the ray/plane interse tion. This
is the most fundamental ase and it is used in many ontexts within this thesis. A ray
is given by its origin ~x0 , and the dire tion ~rd whi h is assumed to be normalized. All
points on the ray are onstru ted by s aling the dire tion with the s aling fa tor t (2.1).

ray : ~x = ~x0 + t · ~rd

(2.1)

plane : {~x|h~n, ~x − ~ai = 0, ~x ∈ R3 }

(2.2)

A plane is dened by a normal ~n and a point ~a on the plane. For pra ti al reasons,
the length of the normal is assumed to be one. All other points on the plane form a
ve tor (~x −~a) whi h lays on the plane. All ve tors on the plane are perpendi ular to the
normal, in other words their s alar produ t with the normal is zero. This is expressed
in the impli it form of the plane equation (2.2).

The right hand side of the ray equation is inserted in the plane equation

h~n, ~x0 + t · ~rd − ~ai = 0
3 Sophisti

ated ray tra ers might apply a eleration te hniques.

Fabian Wein
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2.1 Visualization
where now everything ex ept t is known. Solving for t gives

t=

− h~n, ~x0 − ~ai
.
h~n, ~rd i

(2.3)

This form seems more appropriate than the form given in by Eri Haines in [8℄ (it also
xes a wrong sign given in the book). When planes are orthogonal to the oordinate
system, the omputation of the s alar produ ts simplies to

−x0x + ax
rdx
−x0y + ay
=
rdy
−x0z + az
.
=
rdz

tx =
ty
tz

tx is the distan e from a point ~x0 to a plane parallel to the yz -plane with normal (1, 0, 0)T
through ~a along the ray dire tion ~rd .

Interse ting other Obje ts
Interse ting a sphere is analog to the plane interse tion. A sphere is given by all points
(x, y, z) with the radius r around a enter (x0 , y0 , z0 ) with

(x − x0 )2 + (y − y0 )2 + (z − z0 )2 = r2 .
The ray/re tangle interse tion he k is performed by rst interse ting the ray with the
plane, the re tangle lays in, and then he king if the interse tion point is within the
re tangle. This is trivial for axis aligned re tangles. The interse tion with axis aligned
boxes requires the al ulation based on the surfa e re tangles. Further details are given
in se tion 3.1.4.

Illumination Model
An illumination model is ne essary to determine the a tual olor for a single ray - in other
words, the pixel olor for the image plane. Dierent illumination models are published,
varying in realism, omplexity and omputational eort. A ommon variation is the
illumination model by Bui Tuong Phong alled Phong shading. In a simple form for a
single ray (ray asting), and a single light sour e, the olor for a pixel Ip is given by

Ip = ka Ia + kd < ~l, ~n > Id + ks < ~r, ~v >α Is

(2.4)

where ka is the ambient ree tion onstant, the ratio of the primary olor Ia . The diuse
ree tion onstant, kd , bounds the diuse olor Id when the viewing ray is perpendi ular
to the surfa e. There is no diuse part when the surfa e is parallel to the ray. The

Fabian Wein
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2.1 Visualization
spe ular olor Is is ontrolled by the spe ular ree tion onstant ks , the shininess α and
the osine between the viewing ray and the dire tion of a perfe tly ree ted ray of light
~r. A olor I an be seen as a ve tor with the omponents red, green, blue where one
would normally expe t x, y and z.
Many images within this thesis on entrate simply on a diuse olor to emphasize the
surfa e normal as it has a dire t ee t on the olor. Hen e many images (e.g. gure
2.17) use the simplied model


0.0
Isimple =< ~l, ~n >  0.0 
1.0
Even with more realism as motivation, the illumination model 2.4 simplies when
the materials to be visualized are water and air. The only olor available is the ba kground olor. Modi ations like multiple light sour es, re ursive rays from refra tion
and ree tion and shadow rays an be dire tly integrated into (2.4).

Refra tion and Ree tion
The issues of refra tion, ree tion and ray splitting are overed in [8℄. In gure 2.4 the
on ept is depi ted.

n
i

θi θr

r air
fluid

θt
t

Figure 2.4: The left image shows the on ept of ree tion, refra tion and ray splitting.
Sour e: Glassner in [8℄. Right: A ni e visualization of a uid simulation by
Nils Thürey.
Assuming perfe t ree tion, the angle of in iden e θi between ~i and the normal is
equal to the angle of ree tion θr between ~n and the ree tion ray ~r. All three ve tors
lie in the same plane. The unknown ve tor ~r an be expressed as a linear ombination

Fabian Wein
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2.2 Data
of the other ve tors:

~r = α~i + β~n
θi = θr .
Under the assumption that all ve tors are normalized, ~r an be expressed by
D E
~r = ~i − 2 ~n,~i ~n.

The proof for this so- alled perfe t spe ular ree tion is given in [8℄.
In the ontext of the two media air and water (or a similar uid) we look through the
obje t but refra tion o urs. Within the model of ray tra ing, the transmission rays get
another dire tion at the boundary of dierent media whi h an be expressed by Snell's
Law
ηt
sin θi
=
= ηti
sin θt
ηi
where ηi/t is the index of refra tion of in iden e/ transmission medium (here air/uid)
with respe t to va uum. In pra ti e one equates air to va uum (1.0) and water to 1.33.
The proof for this expression of the transmission ve tor ~t is given in an algebrai and
geometri form in [8℄ and well worth reading


q
~t = ηit~i + ηit cos θi − 1 + ηit2 (cos2 θi − 1) ~n.
In the ase of a too small cos2 θi , when the root be omes imaginary, there is no transmission, but total (internal) ree tion - the ee t used for ber opti s.

2.2 Data
The data to be visualized by omputer graphi s is typi ally generated from algorithmi ly
des ribed models, s anned or generated by simulations. It is the representation of a 1D, 2D- and 3D-spa e, possibly with a time omponent. We an show points, ve tors,
surfa es, et . Adding transparen y, the whole domain of dierent data and the ways
to visualize it is still not omplete. In this thesis the relevant data is either s anned or
taken from R3 simulations.

2.2.1 Point louds
A typi al motivation for resear h in point based rendering methods is the Digital Mi helangelo Proje t4 . The david statue is often used as an example in publi ations on point
based methods. Using 3D laser s anners the a quisition of the omplete surfa e of obje ts is possible - allowing detailed examination based on a purely digital dataset. The
4 http://graphi

Fabian Wein
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2.2 Data
set of points in R3 is often related to a olor value. The resolution or sampling density
in terms of spa ing of surfa e points depends on the urvature and sampling method.
Often s ans from dierent dire tions are merged to gain a omplete sampling, and oversampling and noise need to be dealt with . Visualizing these datasets, the problem is
usually the huge amount of data (often millions of points) and not the approximation
quality. Laser s anning is not the only te hnique, gure 2.5 shows the author of this
thesis aptured with a stru tured light s anner.

Figure 2.5: The author of this thesis s anned with a stru tured light s anner. Note that
there was only a single s an hen e the 'obje t' is not ompletely aptured.
The dataset onsists of 60k points related to a gray-s ale value.
A pure point loud la ks any onne tion within the points (topologi al information).
Hen e the problem of nding the losest neighbors for arbitrary points an be ostly. In
pra ti e [20℄, it is ne essary to store the points using an appropriate data stru ture like
binary spa e partition, o tree or kd-tree [19℄.

2.2.2 S alar elds
Uniform three dimensional s alar elds, or voxel grids, are ommon in medi al image
pro essing or simulation. The data is visualized via sli ing, isosurfa es or dire t volume
rendering (see gure 2.6 for examples). In the ontext of this thesis, isosurfa es are
extra ted from the s alar eld. In ontrast to a general point loud, the topology is
given by the indi es. Assuming the data model has the same resolution for all axes,
and furthermore assuming ray tra ing the point set as the visualization
te hnique, the
√
average distan e a ray travels within the model is only of Order O( 3 n) of n total points/
voxels. This is advantageous when ostly prepro essing is unsuitable, e.g. for streaming
data. On the other side, a pure latti e is only a very simple a eleration stru ture whi h
does not allow empty spa e skipping or other advan ed a eleration te hniques.
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One should be aware that the number of voxels is usually mu h higher than a omparative point loud. From the voxels of the uid simulation data this thesis is based
on, only approximately 5% represent a surfa e point. The majority is then empty or
lled spa e.

Figure 2.6: The left image shows an MRI image of a head with a resolution of 256 × 256
(mri.png from wikipedia.org under GPL). Center: A sli e of a uid simulation
by Nils Thürey with a resolution of 64 × 64. Right: Isosurfa e of a binary
blood vessel s an with a resolution of 256 × 256 × 400 (data provided by Jan
Götz ).

2.3 Impli it Surfa es
An impli it surfa e is an appli ation of an impli it fun tion. In our ontext we map from
R3 → R to dene a omplex fun tion (here the surfa e) as F (x, y, z) = 0 .

2.3.1 Least Squares
Least squares is a well known method in statisti s, invented by Gauss in 18025 , to nd a
fun tion approximating data given by a point loud ('best t'). It is a global method and
a standard method in urve tting. In this hapter the method is given in the ontext
of fun tion interpolation/ approximation, and the transition to surfa e interpolation/
approximation is done in the next hapter, where the moving least squares method is
explained.
Taking the given data points and orresponding points generated by the fun tion
(proje ted along the ordinate), the sum of the squared distan es is to be minimized.
The fun tion is typi al a polynomial where the oe ients are to be found.
As the spa e where the N s attered data points p~i with i ∈ [1...N ] are taken from,
only R3 is onsidered here. We want to nd a fun tion f (~x) approximating the s alar
values fi at p~i . The distan e (residual) for a single value is kf (~
pi ) − fi k. We sum the the
5 The

ba kground story in Wikipedia is entertaining.
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f(x)
f(x)

fi

residual

f(xi)
x

Figure 2.7: The best t by least squares minimizes the residuals from points to their
proje tion along the ordinate
squares as an error fun tion e =
by minimizing

PN

i=1

min

kf (~pi ) − fi k2 and impli itly dene the fun tion

N
X
i=1

kf (~pi ) − fi k2 .

(2.5)

Assuming f to be a polynomial of total degree m , f an be written as

f (~x) = ~b(~x)T ~c = h~b(~x), ~ci
where ~b(~x) = [b1 (~x), ..., bk (~x)]T is the polynomial basis ve tor and ~c = [c1 , ..., ck ]T is the
ve tor of unknown oe ients. The k used to indi ate the number of the elements of
~b(~x) and ~c(~x) is given by k = (d+m)! with d as the spa e dimension (here 3). Examples
m!d!
are

m = 1 : ~b(~x) = [1, x, y, z]T
m = 2 : ~b(~x) = [1, x, y, z, x2 , y 2 , z 2 , xy, xz , yz ]T
The impli it fun tion denition for a polynomial in three dimensions is:

min
Q3

f∈

m

N
X
i=1

kf (~pi ) − fi k2

(2.6)

If f is linear in its oe ients, the problem an be solved with a system of linear
equations, a short explanation is given in [13℄. The eort is mu h higher in the nonlinear ase, but spe ial algorithms are known for that ase, too.
In visualizing by ray tra ing, we are generally not interested in a global approximation.
Despite any omplexity reasons, a lot of the data is either ba k-fa e or view-frustum
ulled whi h leads to the denition of a lo al method.

2.3.2 Moving Least Squares
The moving least squares (MLS) method is often said to be developed by David Levin,
for example in [10℄, but [13℄ points out that it was already proposed by Lan aster and
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Salkauskas [11℄. The appli ation to point loud visualization was done by Alexa et
at. (see for example [7℄). A ordingly the following des ription is based on surfa e
representation where a surfa e is impli itly dened.
The rst feature here is that we weight our residual by a proper weighting fun tion to

min

N
X
i=1

kfi − f (~pi )k2 θ(k~x − p~i k),

where the weighting fun tion needs to be ontinuously dierentiable to make the global
fun tion f (~x) ontinuously dierentiable6. The weighting fun tion is assumed to be
smooth, positive and monotoni ally de reasing. Usually the Gaussian weighting fun tion
is used:
θ:R→R

θ(k~x − p~i k) = e−

k~
x−~
pi k2
h2

.

(2.7)

h is the so alled feature size and denes the smoothing property and also whi h features
are smoothed out if they are too small. As the weighting fun tion qui kly goes to small
values ǫ onsidered as numeri al zero, the MLS be omes a lo al method. This lo al
on ept is taken from the weighed least-squares approximation, whi h is briey dis ussed
in [13℄.
As the least squares method needs an orthogonal proje tion from the data points ~xi
to orresponding points on the fun tion we have to onstru t su h a proje tion also in
our lo al ase.
A very short denition of MLS is given in [10℄ where the resulting MLS fun tion (or
in our ase surfa e) is dened by the proje tion operator Ψ : B → R3 that proje ts
points from the domain B onto the surfa e S itself. This impli it surfa e is dened by
all points that are proje ted onto themselves, or in other words, x points.
S := {x ∈ B|Ψ(~x) = ~x}

(2.8)

where the domain B is the neighborhood of the input points ~xi (points are shown due
to the multidimensional lo ation as position ve tors) or as
[
B := {x ∈ R3 | k~x − p~i k < rB }
(2.9)
i

where a lower bound for rB is the requirement not to generate holes between the given
points.
For the orthogonal proje tion operator Ψ a proper referen e system needs to be reated. In R3 this is a plane, in general a hyperplane. The impli it form of this system
des ribes a plane and is

H := {~x|h~n, ~xi − d = 0, ~x ∈ R3 }
6 It

(2.10)

an be shown that the surfa e is a tually represented by a C ∞ -manifold.
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with k~nk = 1 and d the distan e from the plane to the origin. Now the task is to nd
this plane. Let ~r ∈ R enter the domain in whi h we are lo al, let ~q be the proje tion of
~r onto H . The plane is found by lo ally minimizing the squared distan es of the points
~xi to the plane. To implement the lo al behavior, these distan es are weighted by the
distan e from p~i to ~q. Hen e we an write as a denition
N
X
min
(h~n, p~i i − d)2 θ(k~pi − ~qk)

(2.11)

i=1

and get an orthonormal oordinate system dened by H and the origin ~q . As an be
seen from the visualization, ~q is related to ~r by ~q = ~r − t~n with a positive t.

n

H
r
p
q

Figure 2.8: The moving least squares is lo al around ~r and proje ts p~ along ~n to ~q on
the referen e plane H
The next step is to nd the lo al polynomial approximation by a weighted least squares
t to the points ~xi in the neighborhood of ~q . Please note that the des ribed pro edure
is to be done for every re onstru ted surfa e point, where the omplexity is given by
nding H whi h is a non linear optimization problem.

2.3.3 The simplied Referen e System by Adamson & Alexa
In [2℄ Anders Adamson and Mar Alexa present a mu h simpler approa h to nd the
lo al referen e system than used for MLS. As a point and a normal are su ient to
spe ify a plane (whi h represents the lo al orthonormal system), they suggest for every
hosen point ~x within our whole domain, a weighted average position ~a(~x) given by:
P
θ(k~x − p~i k)~pi
~a(~x) := Pi
(2.12)
x − p~i k)
i θ(k~

Normals from Surfels

There are several methods to nd the normal. In the ase of this thesis, the point loud
a tually onsists of surfels, points with asso iated normals. Hen e, the normal an be
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given by averaging weighted normals

P
θ(k~x − p~i k)~ni
~n(~x) := Pi
k i θ(k~x − p~i k)~ni k

(2.13)

The denominator looks ompli ated but the ba kground is simply the normalization
of the nominator, not only be ause a normalized normal is assumed for many further
al ulations, but also to reate an orthonormal system.

Normals from the Weighted Co-Varian e
For the ase that the point loud does not in lude normals, a method to determine
the normal orresponding to an arbitrary point ~x is again to minimize a weighted least
squares t
X
min
h~n, ~x − pi i2 θ(k~x − p~i k).
i

This an be rewritten in bilinear form

k~nk = min ~nT B~n
where B = B(~x) = {bjk } is the matrix of weighed o-varian es in the dire tions of an
orthonormal basis of R3 . Let ~ei , i ∈ {0, 1, 2} be su h a basis, then
X
bjk =
h~ej , p~i − ~xih~ek , p~i − ~xiθ(k~x − p~i k)
i

The solution ~n of the minimization problem is given by the Eigenve tor ~ν0 orresponding to the smallest Eigenvalue λ0 of B with λ0 < λ1 ≤ λ2 . This shows that only for a true
minimal eigenvalue, our point set is well sampled. The eigenve tors ν and eigenvalues λ
of a Matrix B are dened as B~ν = λ~ν , whi h an be rewritten as (B − λI)~ν = A~ν = ~0.
The solution (eigenve tors) are in the kernel of B − λI where λ is a eigenvalue. The
denition of a kernel is
ker T := {ν ∈ V : T ν = 0W }

where V and W are ve tor spa es. It is well known that the eigenvalues of a quadrati
matrix an be found by settings its determinant to 0 ( det(B − λI) = 0 ). The determinant of a our 3 × 3 matrix is (b11 − λ)(b22 − λ)(b33 − λ) + b12 b23 b31 + b13 b21 b32 − b13 (b22 −
λ)b31 − (b11 − λ)b23 b31 − b12 b21 (b33 − λ) whi h is a hara teristi al polynomial of third
degree. So we get
c 1 λ3 + c 1 λ2 + c 3 λ + c 4 = 0
with

c1
c2
c3
c4

=
=
=
=
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2.3 Impli it Surfa es
The three roots are our three eigenvalues. The solutions of a ubi equation are lassied
by the dis riminant:


one real and two onjugated omplex solutions



three real solutions, one double



asus irredu ibilis, three dierent real solutions

As we require a real smallest solution, it annot be omplex so we have for a well
sampled point set a real solution whi h an be found e.g. by Cardono's method.

Normal of the tangent spa e
It should be noted that mathemati ally, the normal of our referen e system H , is not
the surfa e normal! This is pointed out by Alexa and Adamson in [4℄ where they also
omment, that pra ti ally, the tangent spa e normal is a good approximation for the
surfa e normal and even give their own publi ations for referen e.
Within this thesis, the averaged weighted normal (2.13) is a tually used as a surfa e
normal and this omment is given only for the sake of ompleteness.

2.3.4 Approximation by ray/ surfa e interse tion
Up to now the MLS surfa e denition simply denes a surfa e and it is nothing said
of how this surfa e is visualized. A renement of a triangulation depends only on the
a ura y of the approximation but is independent of the original point sampling density.
Also there is still no method given whi h dire tly leads to re onstru ted surfa e. In [2℄
Adamson & Alexa show an iteration s heme whi h is based on ray tra ing and illustrated
in gure 2.9. This leads to a natural onvergen e riteria:

xi+1
H

n
xi
ray

Figure 2.9: The moving least squares approximation is lo ally onstru ted around an
appropriate ~xi . The interse tion of the ray with the polynomial gives ~xi + 1

k~xi − ~xi+1 k < ǫ

(2.14)

The whole pro ess is given by
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. . . building lo al polynomial approximations everywhere in spa e and a
point ~x in spa e belongs to the surfa e if its lo al polynomial approximation
ontains ~x. [2℄
Dening the surfa e by iterative ray interse tion is a ostly pro edure as indi ated by
algorithm 2.3.4.

for ea h image pixel do
reate ray

for ea h iterative interse tion along the ray do
reate lo al referen e system
reate polynomial
interse t ray with polynomial

end for
end for

Algorithm 1: Ray tra ing a polynomial MLS surfa e

2.3.5 Fast Non-Polynomial Surfa e by Adamson & Alexa
In [2℄ Adamson and Alexa give a very simple denition of an impli it fun tion on normal
dire tions and weighted averages. The main hara teristi is that there they omit the
polynomial approximation. The authors give no spe ial name for this method so I want
to all it fast Adamson & Alexa surfa e re onstru tion or tangent spa e surfa e, even
when the re onstru ted surfa e does not exa tly mat h the real surfa e as explained
below.

f : R3 → R
f (~x) = h~n(~x), ~a(~x) − ~xi
S = {~x : f (~x) = 0}

(2.15)
(2.16)

with ~a(~x) the weighted average as dened in (2.12) and ~n(~x) as normal, e.g. from (2.13).
In the paper, this fun tion is des ribed as
... the distan e of a point ~x to the weighted average ~a(~x) proje ted along
the normal dire tion ~n(~x).[2℄
The size of the neighborhood is dened by the weighting fun tion, for the usual Gaussian
weight 2.7 the parameter is h, the feature size. For a data set where points are distributed
from lose to far away but roughly within a regular grid of spa ing 1, gure 2.10 shows
the situation for two feature sizes, 0.8 as it is good for surfa e without noise and 1.6 for
high smoothing. See the se tions 3.1.3, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 for further details.
Two observations an be made. It is obvious that a bary enter ~a(~x) is always within
a onvex gure represented by points. For a high smoothing feature size as on the right
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Figure 2.10: Bary enters for feature size 0.8 (left, standard) and 1.6 (right, high smoothing). From top displayed are the weighting fun tion, a normalized superposition of the weighting fun tions for the top row of points, the distan e
from a query point to its bary enter, the olor oding shows from 0 to 1
units and nally all points in spa e A where a bary enter exists.
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side of gure 2.10 this an be easily seen. Furthermore, there are ases where ~x and ~a(~x)
are lose7 , so the surfa e dened by (2.16) is at least lose to the bary enters within the
obje t. Depending on the feature size the visualized obje ts appear smaller. This is not
ne essarily the ase on the boundary (see se tion 2.5), where in ase of a re ognizeble
artifa t, the approximated surfa e an be outside the obje t.
The iterative pro edure given by Adamson & Alexa is analog to the polynomial ase
a ray/ plane interse tion and illustrated in gure 2.11. For an appropriate start of
the iteration there are normally only 2 − 3 iteration steps required. Ingo Wald and
Hans-Peter Seidel des ribe a simpler approa h in [20℄ where they regularly sample the
ray and linearly interpolate the surfa e interse tion if there is an i with sign(f (~xi )) 6=
sign(f (~xi+1] )). They motivate this with numeri al problems on silhouettes (see gure
2.12). A dieren e of the two s hemes is that, in the ase of the Adamson & Alexa
approa h, the normals do not need to be oriented as the plane H is the same for ~n and
−~n.
ray
H
xi+1

ai
ni
H

xi+1 ai ray
xi
ni

xi

Figure 2.11: The iterative method des ribed by Adamson & Alexa onstru ts a plane H
for an appropriate ~xi by ~a(~xi ) and ~n(~xi ). The interse tion of the ray with
that plane gives ~xi+1
Figure 2.12 shows two extreme ases, when the ray is tangent to an obje t and when
it is perpendi ular.

2.3.6 The Surfel Surfa e Model by Amenta & Kil
On the assumption that surfels8 are given, the normal information is not mu h used in
the tangent spa e surfa e denition (2.16). Amenta & Kil present a surfel based energy
fun tion in [5℄ that does also not require a polynomial approximation and presents a
orresponding energy fun tion. What makes this energy fun tion attra tive is that the
whole problem redu es to a one dimensional optimization problem along the ray.
Evaluating a weighted average (2.12) or weighted normal (2.13) is numeri al riti al
when the denominator, based on the sum of weights is too small. Amenta & Kil use a
normalized Gaussian weight whi h sets in a, riti al ase, θN to one for the losest surfel
7~
a(~x)

= ~x are the x points.

8 Surfels

are point-dire tion pairs (~pi , ~ni )
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Hi+1

Hi

xi

xi+1

xi+1

xi
Hi≈ Hi+1

ray

ai+1

ai

ai

ray
ai+1

xi

ray
ai ≈ ai+1
xi+1≈ xi+2
Hi≈ Hi+1

Figure 2.12: Left top: When the ray is nearly parallel to the tangent spa e but with
some distan e, the ray/ plane interse tion is far from the query point. In
this example ~xn ≈ ~xn+2 , the interse tion point with the ray will alternate.
A onvergen e limn→∞ ~xn = ~xn+12−~xn is not possible be ause then the ray
would be parallel and k~xn+1 − ~xn k → ∞ Left bottom: When the next
bary enter ~a(~xi+1 ) lays on the plane H(~xi ) the method onvergen e. Right:
Stable onvergen e when the ray is perpendi ular to the surfa e.
and zero for the others.

~n(~x) =

X

θN (~x, p~i )~ni

i

k~
x−~
pi k2

e− h2
θN (~x, p~i ) =
P − k~x−~p2j k2
h
je

When only a point loud is given, the authors suggest the weighted o-varian e matrix
as des ribed in se tion 2.3.3.
The energy fun tion to be minimized is a weighed distan e from ~x to the surfels, but
here the Mahalanobis distan e is used to make use of the normals ~ni of the points p~i

dM (~pi , ~ni , ~x) = h(~x − p~i ), ~ni i2 + c k(~x − p~i ) − h(~x − p~i ), ~ni i ~ni k2

(2.17)

with a s aling fa tor c. We sum up the distan es for the neighborhood of ~x and have a
surfa e point where this sum is minimal

min

N
X

dM (~pi , ~ni , ~x)θN (~x, p~i )

(2.18)

i=1

The sum in (2.18) is dependent on ~x only and, as we do ray tra ing and our ray is
~x = ~xorigin + t ~rdirection , we have to nd the minimum on a ray with the s alar variable
t and su h have a one dimensional minimization to do.
The Mahalanobis distan e originates in statisti s, but is not mentioned in many statisti s text books. An ex eption is [6℄ and Wikipedia. Prasanta Chandra Mahalanobis
dened this method in 1936 as a distan e measurement between points in a multidimensional ve tor spa e with s ale invarian e as a main property. In ontrast to the usual
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Eu lidean distan e we have a spheri al unit ball. In [5℄ the derivation of (2.17) from the
form used in statisti s is not given, but a short dis ussion should be given here anyway.
For a point ~x, the Mahalanobis distan e to p~i is given by:










Let d be the squared distan e of ~x to the plane Hi dened by h(~x − p~i ), ~ni i through
p~i with normal ~ni .
Let ~v be the distan e ve tor from p~i to ~x minus the s aled normal ~ni where the
s aling is the distan e to the plane Hi and 0 when ~x lays on it.
By taking the length of ~v we go to R and the squaring takes longer ve tors more
into a ount.
The Mahalanobis distan e is d plus the squared length of ~v , times a s aling ve tor
c.
For our ase, the arbitrary s aling fa tor c is set to 0.25, as it omes losest to
bubbles we have in free surfa e uid visualization.

Figure 2.13: Visualizing 6 surfels by minimizing the Mahalanobis distan e energy fun tion. The s aling fa tors are from left in the top row: 0.0, 0.75, 0.5 and in
the lower row 0.25, 0.125 and 0.0. Convergen e energy level is 0.7, the feature size is 0.8. The weighted normals make problems - the original version
of this image in [5℄ appears to display an isosurfa e.

2.4 One-dimensional optimizations
The moving least squares method from hapter 2.3.2 uses a polynomial to dene the
surfa e and hen e a multidimensional minimization is ne essary to nd the oe ients
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Figure 2.14: Energy values along the rays A, B and C (see gure 2.16). The ordinate
shows the energy level. There is
√one surfa e point per unit ell (1×1×1), the
longest ray segment per ell is 3. Rays A and C show dis ontinuities at ell
borders. Ray A: At the silhouette, where the ray is parallel to the referen e
plane H , the Adamson & Alexa energy fun tion (k~ri+1 − ~ri k) lo ally goes to
∞. Ray B hits the surfa e perpendi ular, we see that the Adamson & Alexa
method des ribes a 'smaller' surfa e. The o- enter fun tion (k~a(~x) − ~xk)
an only rea h 0 when it dire tly hits a surfa e point. The distan e fun tions
show that ray C is going roughly parallel along within the box.
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for that polynomial for arbitrary ~x. This pro edure is summarized in algorithm 2.3.4
and is learly ostly. When we onsider the ray tra ing approa h, where we reate a ray
for ea h pixel9 of the nal image, we want for ea h ray:


A hit point ~xhit and a normal ~nhit when the ray hits an obje t (see gure 2.15).



A ba kground olor when no obje t is hit.

B

ray
A
eye

B

image plane

A

object

B
A

Figure 2.15: Ray tra ing a s ene (left image) with some ambiguity in surfa e re onstru tion if obje t A is hit or if the ray bypasses to obje t B. The right image
shows both possibilities.
When rendering point louds and espe ially when rendering surfels, a normal ~nhit =
~n(~xhit ) an be easily determined, e.g. by (2.13) or (2.3.3) when no surfels but points are
given. In the one-dimensional ase with a ray given by ~x = ~xorigin + t ~rdirection (2.1) a
hit is given by the s alar value t. See hapter 2.3.6, where this approa h is des ribed by
an example.
A

A

B

C

B

C

Figure 2.16: The model onsists of a sphere and a box. The left image shows the obje t
dire tly, the middle image re onstru ts the surfa e with the tangent spa e
surfa e approximation by Adamson & Alexa from points within a uniform
grid of 16 × 16 × 16 ells. The right image shows the model spa e, the ball
size orresponds to the lling of the ells and the ray C is shown.
9 There

an be more rays per pixel to avoid aliasing ee ts, but this is not onsidered here.
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We want to examine the minimization of an energy fun tion along a ray by three
example rays A, B and C whi h are introdu ed in gure 2.16. The model onsists of a
sphere and a box dis retized as lling levels of 16 × 16 × 16 unit ells (see hapter 3.1).
We rst start by onsidering the behavior of dierent energy fun tions before the details
of the minimization is addressed. Figure 2.14 shows the energy plot for the rays A, B
and C for three basi energy fun tions.

2.4.1 Formulation of a fast Adamson & Alexa surfa e energy
fun tion
The method is already des ribed in detail in se tion 2.3.5. The energy fun tion is

ets (~x) = k~xi+1 − ~xi k

(2.19)

with ts as mnemoni for tangent spa e10 , ~xi an arbitrary point on the ray (initial guess)
and ~xi+1 the interse tion of the ray with the plane H(~x) = h~n(~x), ~a(~x) − ~xi as given in
(2.15). The authors themselves do not des ribe their surfa e re onstru tion approa h
as a minimization problem but the method an easily be transferred to a point of view
su h as used by Amenta & Kil in [5℄.
Equation (2.19) an be reformulated when applying the ray/ plane interse tion equation (2.3) dire tly. This results in

ets (~x) =

h~n(~x), ~a(~x) − ~xi
.
h~n(~x), ~rd i

(2.20)

Note the ray dire tion dependen y of this method! Apart from the formal analogy of
the original iterative pro edure by Adamson & Alexa and this energy formulation, the
resulting images (gure 2.17) are dierent as the minimized image has artifa ts whi h
do not o ur11 with the original method.

Artifa ts
The artifa ts grow in number and size when the minimum energy level (k~xi+i − ~xi k < ǫ)
in reases. But, even for very small ǫ, they do not vanish ompletely. Close to the
silhouette are no artifa ts, the alternating interse tions (gure 2.12) are ontrolled by
the implementation. With a larger o- enter distan e k~a(~x) − ~xk the sum of weights
in the denominator of the weighted average (2.12) be omes too small whi h leads to a
numeri al breakdown [3℄. Figure 2.18 shows the small weights for an artifa t point, it
also shows that the artifa ts lose to the silhouette in gure 2.17 are a tually in front of
the obje t and further away from the obje t than they appear. In the same publi ation

10 Adamson

& Alexa a tually dene a tangent spa e by their non-polynomial surfa e approximation
o ur artifa ts also with the Adamson & Alexa method - but often only pixel wise. The energy
formulation helps to explain them.

11 There
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Figure 2.17: The standard model with only 428 surfa e points rendered with the Adamson & Alexa tangent spa e method. Left: The original Adamson & Alexa
iteration. Middle: Minimizing the orresponding energy fun tion (2.19), see
the explanation for the artifa ts in se tion 2.4.1. Right: The additional oenter onstraint k~a(~x) − ~xk < 0.2 avoids most artifa ts. The onvergen e
distan e/ minimum energy is 0.1 and the feature size 0.8.
the authors suggest a o- enter ontrol by dening a maximum o- enter. Hen e the
surfa e is dened by
n
o
S = ~x| min ets (~x) ∧ k~a(~x) − ~xk < ǫc ,
(2.21)
~
x

but still artifa ts are present. The alternating behavior explained in gure 2.12 is not
dis ussed by Adamson & Alexa.

Shape of the energy fun tion
Notable in gure 2.14 is the 'peak' of ray A when it is approximate tangent to the obje t.
This an also be seen in gure 2.18 for the 3D energy eld. The energy isosurfa e is
learly not ontinuous at the silhouette when the ray does not tou h the obje t. An
explanation is given in gure 2.12. The urves for the dierent rays and the energy eld
in gure 2.19 for a maximum energy level of only 0.05 show that the algorithm onverges
very lose to the surfa e dened by the method.

2.4.2 The o- enter distan e
The o- enter distan e is simply the distan e of an arbitrary point to its losest bary enter, determined by the weighted average. It is des ribed by Adamson & Alexa in [3℄ but
within this thesis the distan e is used to formulate an energy fun tion.

eoc (~x) = c(~x) = k~x − ~a(~x)k

P θ(k~x−~p k)~p
where ~a(~x) is dened in (2.12) as ~a(~x) = P θ(k~x−~p k)
i

i

k~
x−~
pi k2
−
h2

p~i k) = e
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i

(2.22)

with θ as Gaussian weight θ(k~x −

. Adamson & Alexa use the o- enter distan e as an additional onstraint
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Figure 2.18: Left: When the denominator of the weighed average (2.12) tends to zero
artifa ts an appear. Right: Isosurfa e of the Adamson & Alexa energy
eld for the isovalue 0.5. Note that the energy eld is ray dependent. The
isovalue is larger than the minimal energy level, hen e two isosurfa es exist.

0.00
0.0

0.05

1.0

Figure 2.19: The Adamson & Alexa energy fun tion (2.19) without boundary ontrol
(2.21) with a dierent s aling (1.0 and 0.05). Figure 2.18 shows the isosurfa e for the energy level 0.5.
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whi h has to mat h to redu e artifa ts (numeri al breakdowns) at the silhouettes.

0.0

0.2

Figure 2.20: Minimizing the o- enter energy fun tion k~x − ~a(~x)k (2.22) with eoc < 0.2.
Right: Color the minimal rea hed energy levels shows the limits of the
ell based implementation. Restri ting the energy to smaller values would
reate holes lose to x points.

Artifa ts
Figure 2.20 shows that rendering with this o- enter energy fun tion is indeed possible.
When the ray hits the surfa e perpendi ular, the required o- enter level needs to be
large enough to prevent holes between the points. This is visualized with the energy
eld. But at the same time this energy level is the error at the silhouette when we
assume that the bary enters are lose to the onvex hull. The o- enter plot in gure
2.21 shows that for a regular point sampling the o- enter distan e is about 20% of the
point spa ing. When the gap be omes large in respe t to the feature size (here 0.8), we
get a lo al minimum - an island in the enter of a hole. This produ es the artifa t of a
mispla ed surfa e. Figure 2.20 ontains a zoom of the artifa t.

Shape of the energy fun tion
Ray B in gure 2.14 and the energy eld in gure 2.20 show that o- enter distan e
fun tions give a distin t surfa e denition. The minimum energy level needs to be large
enough to prevent holes.

2.4.3 The Mahalanobis distan e
Minimizing the Mahalanobis distan e was suggested by Amenta & Kil in [5℄ to re onstru t surfa es from surfels. The theory is explained in se tion 2.3.6. There it is shown
that obje ts onsisting by only 6 surfels an be quite ni ely re onstru ted. For the
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Figure 2.21: The omplex o- enter distan e for an irregular 1D set of points. It is a
variation of the illustration by Adamson & Alexa in [3℄. Please note that the
ordinate has a s aling other than the abs issa. The bary enter is al ulated
as in (2.12) with a feature size 0.8.
relevant appli ation eld of this thesis whi h is based on ll levels of ells, this is not
a realisti ase. To ompute meaningful normals (se tion 3.1.1) the smallest possible
obje t, a spheri al bubble, needs to be lo ated properly and be overed by 8 ells as
shown in gure 2.22. As it an be seen in gure 2.23, it is indeed possible to re onstru t
bubbles with small diameters.

Figure 2.22: A sphere with a diameter smaller than a ell unit an have no meaningful
normals. To onstru t them, the obje t needs to be overed by 4 ells in
2D and 8 ells in 3D.

Artifa ts
The artifa ts appearing when minimizing the Mahalanobis distan e energy fun tion are
too 'large' surfa es (in ontrast to the other two energy fun tions) and the silhouette.
Interestingly it was not possible to nd parameters to re onstru t a ir le for a sphere
represented by 32 surfels as seen in gure 2.24. Espe ially at the silhouette, onstri tions
appear for too low energy levels. In the model ase, no smooth ir le is re onstru ted
at the boundary.
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Shape of the energy fun tion
As it an be seen for the rays A, B and C in the model ase in gure 2.14 and by
the energy elds in gure 2.24 there is no distin t lo al minimum. The level of the
lo al minimum depends highly on the geometry but a too generous level makes the
re onstru ted surfa e even larger (a onsequen e is that the ne essary proximity for
evaluations around the points gets larger).
tangent
space

0.6

0.0 .. 0.2

original sphere

Figure 2.23: Left: The original sphere has a diameter of 0.3, the tangent spa e surfa e
is smaller and doesn't re onstru t the sphere. Center: With a maximum
energy level of 0.2 the re onstru ted surfa e just gets roundly. For higher
levels it grows more.

original
shape

0.0 .. 0.35

0.0 .. 0.3

0.0 .. 0.2

Figure 2.24: Left: 32 surfa e points and an energy level of 0.35, it is not possible to
re onstru t a ir le. Center: 52 surfa e points, energy level: 0.3 Right: 224
surfa e points and an energy level of 0.2. The relative size for all images is
onsistent with gure 2.23. Even for 224 points, the silhouette is noti eable
too large.
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2.4.4 Cell based optimization
Referen ing to gure 2.14 for dierent energy fun tions at example onstellations, some
dis ontinuities are visible. They appear when ~x is traversing ell boundaries on the ray.
The neighborhood is ell based for performan e reasons, as explained in se tion 3.1.3.
Even when following the riteria given in that se tion, jumps annot be ompletely
avoided in riti al ases when the points are far away from ~x or when traversing into
ells not ontaining an own surfa e point. This is obvious as the Mahalanobis distan e
is larger than the real surfa e and any bary enter based method is smaller, espe ially at
regions with high urvature.
√
The ell segments along the ray hange every ] 0; 3 ] where the rst ase o urs
every time a non axis aligned ray passes a ell orner and the se ond ase is the ube
diameter. Clearly dis rete dieren es ( entral or forward/ ba kward) of the fun tion
annot be omputed a ross ell boundaries due to jumps. A strategy is to minimize
within a ell, whi h has the benet that it an be safely assumed that there is only
one lo al minimum within a ell. Figure 2.25 shows in a typi al uid simulation, that
for most rays, the minimum is found after evaluating only 1-3 ells. Unfortunately the
omputation of dis rete derivatives even within a ell is not always robust enough. For
that reason the minimization used within this thesis is a simple bise tion method, see
e.g. [14℄ .
percentage
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Figure 2.25: Number of ells per ray rendering the box and sphere model with energy
fun tions. The Mahalanobis distan e denes a larger surfa e and as su h
requires slightly more ells. The o- enter and Adamson & Alexa energy
fun tion have small energy values along the box.

2.4.5 E ien y of the fast Adamson & Alexa surfa e
The iterative pro edure given by Adamson & Alexa (se tion 2.3.5) has the property of
a fast onvergen e when the surfa e is roughly perpendi ular to the ray and no onvergen e but theoreti ally innite iterations when the surfa e is lose to the ray/surfa e
interse tion point parallel to the ray (what happens at the silhouette of every feature).
Figure 2.12 explains both ases.
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The denition of the surfa e (2.16) and the equivalent minimization (2.20) require
the distan e from a point ~xi on the ray to its interse tion point ~xi+1 of the plane H(~xi )
with the ray to be zero. This is theoreti ally no problem but pra ti ally limited by
ma hine pre ision (see gure 3.17). Figure 2.27 shows that for the generi model three
iterations are su ient for most areas of the visible surfa e. The silhouettes require
more iterations, espe ially when the model ontains many small features. Note, that it
is expensive to bypass a surfa e12 and some rays may bypass several lose surfa e regions
before eventually hitting one or none. The visualizations of the iterations do not take
into a ount the number of bypassed features. A good optimization te hnique is now to
limit the number of iterations per feature to early exit a potential ray parallel to surfa e
ase13 .14

Iterations for Adamson & Alexa Convergence
15

Percentage
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19 20+

Iterations per Ray

Figure 2.26: A statisti about the Adamson & Alexa iterations when rendering a 64 ×
64 × 64 uid model (gure 2.27). All rays with more than 19 iterations are
summed up in olumn 20+. The a tual graph shows a steady de rease up
to around 120 iterations. The model ontains many small features whi h
are bypassed, hen e more interse tions are required per ray than given in
[2℄.
Now, from the minimizing energy fun tions point of view, the question arises, why
this method is so fast. The linear appearing energy fun tion points to an impli it
in orporation of a derivative based optimization (as the Newton method). Figure 2.28
ompares the iterationation sequen e with the energy fun tion. Minimizing the energy
fun tion dire tly, e.g. with an initial guess xi at the entry point of the rst ell ontaining
12 A

'surfa e' is here, what a lo al set of surfa e points a tually represent and what is a hieved to be
approximated.
13 The applied implementation is simply to ount the number of iterations sin e the last initial guess.
This is faster than omparing the angle or he k for alteration on interse tions around the initial
guess. Wald & Seidel use uniform stepping [20℄ - maybe not the best solution.
14 A fet h-ahead to the implementation se tion: Limiting the total number of interse tions per ray and
not taking the bypassed features into a ount leads to the ase, that even a perpendi ular surfa e
is 'not found' due to bypassed features. The ray tra er will show the ba kground instead.
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1

1

2 3

25+

4 5+

Figure 2.27: Generally the fast Adamson & Alexa method iterates very fast. The ases
with only one iteration result from a suitable initial guess due to full boundary ells. The left and enter image show where one to four iterations are
su ient. Five and more iterations are given in red. In the right image
the zoom shows that lose to the silhouette (gure 2.12) and at the data
artifa ts in the basin (se tion 3.3.2) more iterations are ne essary. In the
basin the ell size is visible but at the small features (here droplets) the
isolines are very roughly on entri isolines.
a surfa e point, would require a se ond evaluation at xi + ∆x to ompute the derivative
for the Newton method, or one of many other advan ed optimization te hniques. Due to
the potentially non- ontinuous behavior at ell boundaries this is not only more ostly
but also potentially error-prone.

2.4.6 Isosurfa es
The minima for dierent rays rendering the o- enter and Mahalanobis energy fun tions dier quite signi antly. An obvious approa h is to dene the surfa e not by the
minimum but by a onstant energy level, in other words an isosurfa e. Considering
the energy fun tion along rays as in gure 2.14 the isovalue is rea hed twi e for every
ray/surfa e interse tion when the isovalue is larger than the minimum. This ee t is
visualized with transparent surfa es in gure 2.18. The isosurfa e an be reated by the
mar hing ubes algorithm (se tion 2.1.1) whi h results in a set of triangles whi h an
be visualized via graphi s hardware or a ommodity ray tra er. The resolution for the
triangulation of the energy eld is ompletely independent on the ll level ell model.
Naturally higher resolutions are hosen whi h in reases the data for uniform ubi al
models by O(n3 ) with n as sub sampling fa tor15 . Clearly, when only the ells lose
to surfa e points are sub sampled, fewer evaluations of the energy fun tion might be
ne essary ompared to less sophisti ated optimizers.
An important feature of the isosurfa e is the normal given by the isosurfa e. Methods
like the weighted normal (2.13) are not ne essary. For small obje ts, like in gure 2.13,
15 The

high resolution isosurfa es within this thesis are based on data les of up to 170 MBytes.
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Figure 2.28: A omparison between the Adamson & Alexa iteration method with the
orresponding energy fun tion (2.20). The ells passed by the ray are indiated by alternating hat hings - bold when the ell ontains a surfa e point.
The initial guess (Q1) is the entry of the ray into the rst ell with a surfa e
point. The al ulated interse tion point (H1) is in the next ell and also the
next query point (Q2). From Q2 to H2 the distan es is < 0.1, the applied
onvergen e riteria.
this is a lear benet.
For high resolutions (relatively large features) the isosurfa e is equivalent to the ray
tra ed surfa ed, ex ept that the resolution is not dened by the image size but sub
sampling fa tor. Artifa ts of the method/ data might be emphasized (see se tion 3.3.2
and gure 3.19).

2.5 Boundary Control
Boundary ontrol means the rendering of the silhouette of an obje t represented by
a point loud. From a pra ti al point of view bad boundary ontrol is the reason for
artifa ts. In the publi ations of point based methods this issue is not mu h overed, with
a notable ex eption by Adamson & Alexa [3℄. There they argue that weights around
an ~x too far from points lead to a numeri al breakdown as the sum of weights (the
denominator) tends to zero. See se tion 2.4.1. A rst solution given in [3℄ is to limit the
denominator and dene the spa e Ω of evaluation as
(
)
X
Ω = x|
θ (k~pi − xk) > ǫ .
i
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Here a ǫ16 is used for pra ti al reasons instead of the 0 used in the paper. A further
riterion is the minimum distan e to the points inside the neighborhood

d(~x) = mini k~x − p~i k .
To handle this problem Amenta & Kil [5℄ suggest to set in ase of a nearly zero sum of the
weights, the losest weight to one and the others to zero. Pra ti ally applied by Adamson
& Alexa is the already introdu ed o- enter k~a(~x) − ~xk ontrol as an additional surfa e
riterion (2.21) repeated here.
n
o
S = ~x| min ets (~x) ∧ k~a(~x) − ~xk < ǫc .
~
x

As the isosurfa e in gure 2.18 and the s hema in gure 2.12 shows, the surfa e
denition (2.16) iterates for most ~x where ~xk~n(~x) (h~x, ~n(~x)i = 1) also to a surfa e
point. It is the assumption of the author of this thesis, that some pixel artifa ts of
the iterative method are generated by this property of the method. Nevertheless, the
o- enter ontrol suppresses any artifa ts far enough from the surfa e.
The ase of innite alternating iterations at silhouettes as explained in se tion 2.4.5
and gure 2.12 also indi ate boundaries.
To avoid nding ǫc and the non-smooth boundary riterion, some eort within this
thesis was spent on nding an alternative approa h. Taking not the o- enter value,
but the ve tor ~c = ~a(~x) − ~x and assuming that the bary enters for a lo ally planar
surfa e form a plane, at least parallel to the surfa e and hen e perpendi ular to the
surfa e normal. For an ~x far away from the surfa e the o- enter ve tor ~c(~x) will
point
towardsE the surfa e and ~c is approximately parallel to the surfa e normal ~n(~x)
D
(

~c(~
x)
, ~n(~x)
k~c(~
x)k

≈ 1). With an ~x on the surfa e, assuming the bary enter plane parallel

17
and loseDto the surfa
E e , ~c will lay on the surfa e and hen e be perpendi ular to the
(~
x)
, ~n(~x) ≈ 0). This is also illustrated in gure 2.29.
normal ( k~~cc(~
x)k

x
x

a(x)
n(x)

a(x)
n(x)

Figure 2.29: Left: Far away from the surfa e, the o- enter ve tor ~c(~x) = ~a(~x) − ~x has
a small angle to the normal ~n(~x). Right: On the surfa e, in other words at
the boundary, the two ve tors are nearly perpendi ular.
16 Let
17 It

|ǫ| > 0.
will be shown later, that the x point bary enter a tually is the surfa e as it is onsidered in this
ontext.
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2.5 Boundary Control
An example for a lo ation lose to ray B (gure 2.14) is given in gure 2.30. We see
that the angle between the normalized o- enter ve tor and the surfa e normal indeed
indi ates the surfa e. We an formulate the energy fun tion as


~a(~x) − ~x
, ~n(~x)
eangle (~x) =
(2.23)
k~a(~x) − ~xk
The absolute of the angle is taken to be ompatible with the implemented optimizers. In
gure 2.30 the Mahalanobis and o- enter energy fun tions are ombined with the angle
in a way that preserves their energy level on the surfa e but emphasizes the minimum
stronger. The formula for both fun tions is
(2.24)

eemphasize (~x) = 1 − ((1 − |eangle (~x)|) (1 − e(~x)))

where the energy fun tion (e.g. eo c) needs an upper limit of one. The drawba k is the
relatively lo al s ope of the minimum. Espe ially when the ray is perpendi ular to a at
surfa e the minimizer needs to be robust, there might be no hint for a lo al minimum
within the ell on the ray/ ell interse tions.

Application of <off-center,normal> on Energy Functions
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Figure 2.30: A zoomed variant of ray B from gure 2.14. The Adamson & Alexa fun tion
nearly goes to zero, the Mahalanobis energy fun tion has no distin t minimum. The o- enter ve tor ~a(~x) − ~x is normalized for the angle fun tion
(2.23). The Mahalanobis and o- enter energy fun tions are emphasized
via (2.24).
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2.6 En omium for the fast Adamson & Alexa
iteration method
The Adamson & Alexa non-polynomial surfa e is given by the authors only as a simplied
version of their polynomial surfa e approximation, used to support their explanation of
the iteration pro edure [2℄. In se tion 2.3.5 the theory is given and the method is again
des ribed from a dierent view point as an energy fun tion in 2.4.1. Adamson & Alexa
not only give a surfa e denition but also a very e ient iterative pro edure, se tion
2.4.5 overs that issue. In this se tion the relationship between the Adamson & Alexa
method with the minimized o- enter surfa e (2.22) is dis ussed.
Re alling the surfa e denition (2.16) and negle ting the o- enter ontrol (2.21), we
dene the surfa e by
S = {~x |h~n(~x), ~a(~x) − ~xi = 0}.
(2.25)

Ea h surfa e point is part of a plane whi h is given by a the normal ~n(~x) and a point
~a(~x). ~a(~x) is the bary enter of the lo al domain of ~x. The orientation of the o- enter
ve tor ~a(~x) − ~x is ompli ated (see gures 2.10 and 2.21) but the length (Adamson &
Alexa all it the o- enter value [3℄) is limited

c(~x) = k~a(~x) − ~xk < ǫmax .
ǫmax depends on the feature size h from the weight fun tion18 (2.7)
θ(k~x − p~i k) = e−

k~
x−~
pi k2
h2

.

For our uniform data and suitable h, the o- enter value is smaller 0.3. From the set of
all possible bary enters (gure 2.10), all x points

~x = ~a(~x)
are part of the surfa e (2.25)! As the surfa e is smooth, I assume that all bary enters
from the tangent planes have a minimal distan e to the next x point bary enter. This
is similar to the minimization of the o- enter energy fun tion given by (2.22)

eoc (~x) = c(~x) = k~x − ~a(~x)k .
with the important dieren e, that (2.25) makes no dire t assumption on the o- enter
value. Figure 2.31 shows the dis ussed issues with examples.

18 See

se tion 3.2.2 for a dis ussion about the feature size.
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Figure 2.31: Left: After onstru ting a fast Adamson & Alexa surfa e, the o- enter
values of the hits are visualized (from 0 to 0.2). Right: Visualization of the
distan e of Adamson & Alexa hits to the o- enter energy hits as δp as in
se tion 3.2.1.
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3 Implementation
3.1 Cell based data
A ne essary step to apply point based visualization methods to the uniform voxel latti e
of s alar values representing ll level for the uid simulation based on the Latti eBoltzmann Method is to generate surfa e points out of the data. The s alar values are
interpreted as ll levels of axis aligned unit ells of dimension 1 × 1 × 1 where the ll
level an range from [0 . . . 1]. A single surfa e point is al ulated for every ell whi h is
partially lled. For the, pra ti ally rare, ase of a boundary dened by a full and empty
ell, all full ells having at least one empty neighbor are by denition also interfa e ells
and as su h represent a surfa e point. Within the implementation for this thesis only
the 6 neighbors along the main axes are onsidered but gure 3.1 shows that a ase an
be onstru ted where this is not su ient. As mentioned in se tion 2.2.2, usually only a
few ells within the s alar eld will reate a surfa e point. In ase of the provided uid
simulation data for this thesis about 5%.

Figure 3.1: The implementation used for this thesis denes full ells having at least one
empty neighbor as an interfa e ell. The restri tion to the 6 neighbors along
the axes an reate artifa ts. In this example the ray hits a full ell at the
edge.
The basi idea used to ompute a surfa e point is illustrated in gure 3.2. The model
of an unit ube lled with a uid is taken literally. The surfa e point is at the enter of
the uid surfa e within the ell. The normal of the surfa e ontrols the 'rotation' of the
ell around the ube enter.
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0,67

0,55

0,55

Figure 3.2: The onstru tion of a surfa e point within a ell is based on the model of a
ube lled with a uid; the enter point is lo ated in the enter of the surfa e
area within the ell.

3.1.1 Constru tion of Normals
The normal within the ell is given by the gradient:

~n = −

∇f
.
k∇f k

(3.1)

The implementation approximates the gradient via the nite dieren e. Within the
model the entral dieren e is used and on the model boundary the forward/ ba kward
dieren e. From the requirement of a normalized normal ~n(~x), it follows by (3.1) that
the s alar eld f (~x) is dierentiable at ~x. This is the denition of a surfa e point in
se tion 3.1.




fx+1 − fx−1
∂f /∂x
1
∇f =  ∂f /∂y  ≈  fy+1 − fy−1 
(3.2)
2
fz+1 − fz−1
∂f /∂z
0,0

0,0
0,5

0,0

0,5
0,9

0,2

1,0

1,0

Figure 3.3: The normal within a ell is dened by the gradient of the s alar eld.

3.1.2 Constru tion of Points
For the omputation of a surfa e point the following is assumed for the position of the
surfa e point p~:


It is on the boundary for an empty ell.
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It is on the boundary for a full ell.



It is at the ell enter ~c for a half lled ell.



The surfa e point lies on a line through ~c along ~n.

Closest distan e to the ell boundary
The s aling t is the distan e from the ell enter ~c to the interse tion of the line ~c + t~n
with the ell boundary. The sides of the ell are given as 6 planes (two parallel xy−,
xz− and yz−planes) of whi h 3 are interse ted via ~c + t~n with a positive t. The smallest
t is the distan e from ~c to the ell boundary. As annotated in se tion 2.1.2 this an be
omputed quite fast as the planes are axis-aligned. The s heme is illustrated in gure
3.4 and is a tually a form of Woo's method [12℄.

ty
tx

Figure 3.4: The lo ation of the surfa e point is determined via s aling along the normal
from the unit ell enter point.

Surfa e point by volume
By the usage of t as the distan e from the ell enter ~c to the ell boundary, the surfa e
point p~ is

p~ = ~c + v~n, v ∈ [−t; +t]

(3.3)

and v depends on the ell lling. When the normal is axis aligned√v is dire tly
proportional to the ell ll level l. When the normal is diagonal and t = 12 3 (see gure
3.7) the relationship is not linear as shown in gure 3.5.

Approximation by a Sphere
A rst approa h to approximate the surfa e point is seeing the ube as a sphere with
radius r = t = 12 (gure 3.6). The s aling v depends only on the ll level l via the
formula for a spheri al alotte
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Figure 3.5: The mapping between the ll level and the normalized position of the surfa e point. The linear mapping 'Box' is exa t for axis aligned normals and
the mapping for the fastest method based on a normal oriented box (se tion 3.1.2). The graph 'Diagonal' is exa t when the normal is diagonal and
'Sphere' is the normal independent approximation by the method of se tion
3.1.2.

V
π 3
v − πrv 2 + V
3

1 2
πv (3r − v)
3
= 0.
=

This ll level l needs to be normalized against the sphere volume V . The root of an
equation of third degree has three solutions (se tion 2.3.3) but it an be shown that for
this ase v is real. The urve an be seen in gure 3.5. While the surfa e point is dire tly
given by v via (3.3), it is not part of the ell boundary for any non-axis-aligned normal.
This an be ompensated by using a sphere with radius t as it is shown in gure 3.6,
but pre omputed roots are no longer possible.
Figure 3.5 shows that an approximation of the ube by a sphere is lose to the real
solution for a diagonal normal but the error is signi ant for the trivial ase with an
axis aligned normal.

Approximation by Interpolation
The exa t mapping from the ll level to the surfa e point for the diagonal ase is given
in gure√3.5. Considering the three dimensional ase of a unit ube with its diagonal
(length 3) parallel to the ordinate and onstant ll levels from zero to one we an
divide the ube into three parts (gure 3.7). Two tetrahedrons with an equilateral of
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Figure 3.6: Left: Approximating the unit ube by a unit sphere results in a surfa e point
not on the ube boundary for a full ell with a non axis aligned normal. Middle: S aling the sphere gives a better approximation. Right: Approximation
via a box aligned to the normal.

Figure 3.7: Left: The two dimensional ase of a diagonal normal. Other: In 3D, the
ube an be split into two tetrahedrons and a body given by two (rotated)
equilaterals.
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side length

√

2 (the diagonals of the ell sides) as base area and height
r
11
hT =
3

and a body of 6 verti es with the two equilaterals (rotated by 60◦ ) as base and bottom.
The height is given by
r
√
1
hP = 3 − 2hT =
= hT .
3
The volume is given by

VP = 1 − 2VT = AP hP =
1
AT hT
3
1√
=
3.
3

2
3

VT =
AT

The approximation of the surfa e point is now given by using a tripartite mapping,
interpolated between the ase with a diagonal and axis aligned normal.

Approximation by a Normal oriented Box
Having found t, the distan e from the ell enter to the ell boundary the s aling value
v an be expressed by
1
v = 2(l − )t
2
and p~ follows dire tly from (3.3). The model is that the unit ube is transformed to
a box with height 2t but the same volume. v is the ll level of that box and as su h
dire tly proportional to the ll level of the ell. This is exa t for axis aligned normals
but the error is signi ant for a diagonal normal. Hen e the a ura y is omparable to
the approximation via a s aled sphere but does not require the root of a third degree
polynomial. Figure 3.6 illustrates this method.

3.1.3 Neighborhood
The neighborhood is dened by the feature size of the Gaussian weight in (2.7) whi h is
the base for the weighted average and weighted normal.

θ(k~x − p~i k) = e−
1 The

k~
x−~
pi k2
h2

q

height of the equilateral is by Pythagoras a = 32 ; utting the tetrahedron at the height of the
base gives two right angle triangles, the larger one has a hypotenuse of length one (an edge of the
unit q
ube) and the larger ledge is 23 a hen e the shorter leg is the height of the tetrahedron with
hT = 13 .
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In se tion 2.3.2 it is shown how a lo al neighborhood is dened by the weighting fun tion.
Where this fun tion is ee tively (in a numeri al sense) zero, it denes the dimension of
a ball around ~x. With ǫ as the 'numeri al zero' the radius r of the ball is
√
r = − ln ǫh.
The weighted average (2.12) and weighted normal (2.13) P
are normalized by a division
of the sum of weights over all points in the neighborhood i θ(k~x − p~i k). For a robust
evaluation this sum needs to be large enough for all relevant ~x lose to the surfa e. The
ee ts of the feature size sum up to:







Dening the proximity of the points where a surfa e point evaluation is meaningful.
Dening the smoothness of the surfa e when there is noise that needs to be
smoothed out.
Dening the size of features whi h an be re onstru ted instead of being smoothed
out.
Along with the neighborhood volume the number of points evaluated grows nonlinear.

Given unit ells with a dimension on 1 × 1 × 1 and one or none surfa e point, and r the
distan e where the weighting fun tions is ee tively zero, then within the sphere shaped
neighborhood the sphere volume dire tly gives an estimate for the number of ells to be
examined
√
4
4
Vsphere = πr3 = π |ln ǫ| − ln ǫh3
3
3
and when ~x lays on a at surfa e, the surfa e points within the sphere form the largest
ir le where the area gives an upper estimate

Acircle = πr2 = π |ln ǫ| h2 .
The following types of neighborhoods have been evaluated:


The k-nearest neighbors around ~x.



The k-nearest neighbors around around the urrent ell enter by ~x.



The neighbors within a ball around the enter of the ell where ~x is urrently in.

The ells to be evaluated relative to the ell ontaining a given ~x are given in table 3.1.
The ell based ball variant allows reuse of the neighborhood and turns out to be the
most appropriate. Note that the neighborhood points are the same for all ~x within a ell,
but that the a tual evaluation is based on k~x − p~i k. The ball has to be large enough to
allow a smooth evaluation when ~x traverses from one ell to another. Figure 3.9 shows
two typi al ases for the dataset of a realisti uid simulation.
The k-nearest neighbors are used by Adamson & Alexa [2℄ where they use k = 6. The
drawba k of this method is that a large ell based ball needs to be sear hed to ensure
that no surfa e point in ells further than the ell of the k th-nearest neighbor is loser.
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Des ription
lo al ell
±1 0
0
±1 ±1 0
±1 ±1 ±1
±2 0
0
±2 ±1 0
±2 ±1 ±1
±2 ±2 0
...

Example
0
0
0
0
-1
0
+1 -1
0
+1 -1 +1
0 +2 0
-1
0 +2
-1 +1 +2
0 +2 -2
...

Distan e
0
1
1.41
1.73
2
2.24
2.45
2.83
...

Permutations
1
6
12
8
6
24
24
12
...

Table 3.1: Neighbor ells to be evaluated to nd the surfa e points neighborhood.

Cells
Cells

Neighbourhood Ball Size
750
700
650
600
550
500
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
0

2

4

6

8

Distance

Figure 3.8: The ball size in ells.
Smooth Neighbourhood

Normal Neighbourhood
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Figure 3.9: Statisti s for a typi al visualization for all hit pixels of the nal image. Left:
Standard settings for a urate data with feature size h = 0.8 and a ball
radius of 2. Right: High smoothing for noisy data with a feature size of
h = 1.5 and a ball radius of 3.5.
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3.1.4 Cell Mar hing
The experimental implementation for this thesis uses a unit ube to represent a s alar
ll level. Figure 3.10 shows how the ells are positioned in the positive quadrant of the
oordinate system, starting from the enter. The ell index i, j, k ∈ N+
0 denes the spa e
for x, y, z with x ∈ [i, i + 1[, y ∈ [j, j + 1[ and z ∈ [k, k + 1[. Hen e for every point
~x within the model, the orresponding ell is dire tly given by removing the fra tional
part of the oordinates.

ty
Cell entry

tx

Figure 3.10: Left: The ray/ ell interse tions are found by enlarging the ell sides to
planes and interse ting them with the ray. Right: The model is lo ated in
the positive quadrant of the oordinate system. The ray/ ell interse tions
are visualized.
Ray tra ing the model with the fast Adamson & Alexa iteration method or one dimensional optimization methods has the benet that they onverge to the surfa e when
the iteration starts lose enough to it - independent of whether the initial guess is in
front or behind the surfa e! Anywhere within a ell ontaining a surfa e point is lose
enough.
Ingo Wald and Hans-Peter Seidel [20℄ traverse the model via a uniform stepping. For
the approa h used within this thesis, a stepping between 1 and 2 is appropriate. Exa t
ell traversal via the ray/ ell boundary is only ne essary for the minimization of one
dimensional energy fun tions (se tion 2.4.4). The problem is similar to nding the losest
distan e from the ell enter to the ell boundary along the normal is as su h also based
on Woo's method [12℄.
The pro edure starts from a ell/ray interse tion point ~e used as ray origin. The ray
is then given as
~e + t~rd .
In ontrast to the plane equation (2.2) usually used within this thesis, the form

h~n, ~rd i + d = 0
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with d as distan e from the plane to the origin is applied. From the planes dening a
ell at lo ation ~l = (i j k)T and the normals pointing outwards, the two yz -planes have
the form

(−1 0 0)T , ~rd + i = 0
(+1 0 0)T , ~rd + i + 1 = 0.
The three relevant planes out of the six, are determined by the ray dire tion. For a
positive x- omponent of ~rd it is the plane with is opposite of the plane through the ell
origin ~b.
The three s alings tx , ty and tz an be omputed qui kly as pointed out in se tion
2.1.2 but are must be taken to he k for a ray parallel to the plane. The orresponding
t is then set to a large number.
The three s alings dene the appropriate of the 7 possible neighbors. When one s aling
is minimal the neighbor is along the main axes. When two s alings are minimal an edge
is interse ted by the ray and the neighbor is diagonal. When all three s alings are equal
a orner is interse ted. Figure 3.11 gives an example.

Figure 3.11: Total ree tion reates a new ray with the interse tion point as origin. This
example shows a ell mar hing where the ray hits an edge and traverses to
the diagonal neighbor.
For numeri al stability it is helpful not to al ulate the interse tion point via t but
ratherexpli itly set the relevant omponent to the integer value of the ell lo ation.

3.2 Properties of the Methods
The implementation of an impli it surfa e re onstru tion is based on dierent parameters
and de isions like the feature size for the Gaussian weight (2.7), the neighborhood size
(se tion 3.1.3), the o- enter value for the boundary ontrol, et .. The properties given
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in the publi ations are vague and usually apply for laser-s anned point louds. The
experimental implementation for this thesis is, at the ost of performan e, optimized for
high exibility to learn more about optimal parameters.

3.2.1 Quanti ation of the Rendering Quality
To systemati ally examine the impa t of the parameters, the rendered results are ompared with the exa t results. This is done by using a generi model (se tion 3.3.3) with
the primitives sphere and box whi h an be exa tly ray tra ed (se tion 2.1.2). In gure
2.16 the standard generi model and the Adamson & Alexa rendering of the data is
shown. The base for the visualization is the approximated hit point p~r and the orresponding weighted normal ~nr for ea h ray. Comparing ea h ray with the exa t results
p~e and ~ne leads to:


A hit where no hit should be (but ba kground).



A miss (ba kground) where a hit should be.





pr − p~e k respe tively a distan e miss ount when the distan e is
The distan e k~
larger than ǫd to avoid outliers.
The angle between the normals as h~nr , ~ne i.

0,55

Percentage

0,5
0,45
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0
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Figure 3.12: Visualization of the exa t and Adamson & Alexa rendering in gure 2.16.
Left: k~
pr − p~e k with a olor s ale of 0.0 to 1.0. The bright olors are yellow
pr − p~e k >
for a false miss (2.5%), green for a false hit (1.5%) and red for k~
1.0 (1.5%). Middle: Error of normal angle as |h~nr , ~ne i|, the per entage for
false miss and false hit is 2.5% and 1.5%. Right: The errors in a plot.
Both, the hit point distan e error and normal angle, an be visualized as shown in
gure 3.12, but for a statisti al evaluation a single s alar representation is ne essary. A
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simple approa h is:

X
X
X
1 X
k~pr − p~e k +
ρf alse miss +
ρf alse hit +
ρdistance miss
δp =
n


X
X
1 X
δn =
|h~nr , ~ne i| +
ρf alse miss +
ρf alse hit
n

with the s alar δp representing the quanti ation of the hit distan e error and δn for the
normal error. n is the number of rays not orre tly showing the ba kground. The penalty
values ρ are set to one within this al ulations. Clearly for the rendering no ree tion
and refra tion rays are assumed (merely a simple ray asting). To further ombine δp and
δn to a single quanti ation of rendering quality δ , the standard illumination model (2.4)
is assumed. The ambient olor is ignored. Further the single light point is assumed to be
at the eye position (headlight). The ombination of the hit and normal approximation
is based on the ray dire tion ~rd . Considering the ray perpendi ular to the surfa e
D E
h~rd , ~ni = ~l, ~n = 1,
the diuse olor is strong, as the ray dire tion oin ides with the lighting ve tor vecl
from the illumination model. The impa t of the hit point a ura y is assumed to be
low as any normal ~n(~
pr ) ≈ ~ne for all p~r lose to the exa t hit p~e . The a ura y of the
normal is assumed to be signi ant as small dee tions have a high impa t on ree tion
and shininess. Considering the silhouette ase
D E
h~rd , ~ni = ~l, ~n = 0,

the diuse olor vanishes and any similar dire ted normal has only a low impa t. But
a displa ed hit point is likely to disturb the silhouette noti eably. Hen e a single s alar
representing the hit distan e and normal error is given by the quantier for render quality
δ:

X
X
X
1 X
δ =
ρcombined +
ρf alse miss +
ρf alse hit +
ρdistance miss (3.4)
n
ρcombined = |h~nr , ~rd i| (1 − h~nr , ~ne i) + (1 − |h~nr , ~rd i|) k~pr − p~e k .
(3.5)

This property is only relative (within a run) and not quantitative omparable to another
run sweeping a dierent parameter. The visual per eption between a C ∞ - and a C 1 surfa e is signi ant, but the quanti ation of rendering quality δ does not indi ate
this fa t. This also shows that the weight between smoothness and artifa ts (missed
interse tions and holes) is not balan ed. See also gure 3.16 where two non-standard
δ -optimums are rendered.

3.2.2 Feature Size
The feature size for the Gaussian weight (2.7) as introdu ed in se tion 2.3.2 is for most
examples set to h = 0.8. See se tion 3.1.3 for the relationship between feature size and
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Figure 3.13: With headlight and by ray asting, the ases for maximal hit dieren e
minimal angle dieren e (upper interse tion) and minimal hit dieren e
and maximal normal sensitivity.
radius of the Gaussian
√ weight. Within this thesis a radius for the Gaussian weight equal
to the ell diameter 3 ≈ 1.73 and for an ǫ ≈ 0.01 for 'numeri al zero' give a feature
size of 0.8 (plus 0.3 for ell based neighborhoods). This heuristi ally found value an
be ba ked-up by observing the quanti ation value δ as seen in gure 3.14. From a
mathemati al point of view, the requirement to get a smooth surfa e (a C ∞ manifold)
is a ontinuously dierentiable weighting fun tion whi h is usually the Gaussian weight.
Nevertheless, Ingo Wald and Hans-Peter Seidel use the hat fun tion[20℄
(
; k~xk < 1
1 − ~x − ~0
What (~x) =
0
; k~xk ≥ 1
in their intera tive implementation. Figure 3.14 shows this C 1 hat fun tion and the
δ -plot. The weighting fun tions are another example for the non-quantitative omparableness of the quantier of the rendering quality. Additional within this thesis, a slightly
faster implementation is also implemented, the squared hat fun tion

2

1 − ~x − ~0 = 1 − h~x, ~xi ; k~xk2 < 1
What2 (~x) =
0
; k~xk2 ≥ 1

is only a s alar produ t without squaring (se tion 1.3) and a ording to gure 3.14 it
requires a smaller h and as su h also a smaller neighborhood. The hat fun tions reveals
that the smoothness is not properly ontained in δ .

3.2.3 Neighborhood
The relationship between feature size and neighborhood is dire tly given by the weight
fun tion. As the neighborhood is ru ial for performan e, some pra ti al exploration
is still helpful. Within this thesis a feature size of 0.8 is used for normal visualization
and 1.6 for strong smoothing. The neighborhood 'ball' not only has to over the weight
fun tion but in the ase of the ell based a hed neighborhood, it has to be larger to
allow a smooth transition between ells. This additional part a tually depends on the
ray dire tion ompared to the axes of the model system. The δ -plot reveals that the
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Figure 3.14: The fast impli it surfa e re onstru tion by Adamson & Alexa (2.16) with
the standard properties used for most visualizations within this thesis ( ell
based neighborhood diameter (se tion 3.1.3) 4 and Gaussian weight (2.7)
with feature size h = 0.8.) Additional the hat fun tion as used in [20℄ and
the faster version, the squared hat fun tion (3.2.2). This is also an example
for the only relative omparableness of the quantier for rendering quality
δ (3.2.1) and unbalan ed weighting of smoothness impre ision and artifa ts
at the silhouette and holes.
ray dire tion is rarely lose to the diagonal. Further surfa e points are not overed
by the lo ality property. For a feature size h = 1.6 the impa t of the smoothing on
silhouette size2 and smoothed edges dominates before the diameter of the Gaussian
weight is rea hed (See se tion 3.1.3 for the high number of neighbors to be evaluated).
The k-nearest neighbor variant stores less neighbor points, but the ost of nding them
should not be underestimated. Figure 3.15 also shows the dieren e of the a hed ( ell)
and the exa t version around the losest surfa e point. Here again a too high smoothing
is ounterprodu tive and the ost to nd the neighborhood grows from from a few se onds
to some minutes.

3.2.4 Minimization
Figure 3.17 shows the impa t of the minimization limit for the energy fun tions (se tion
2.4). The zero value for the Adamson & Alexa method is numeri ally not rea hable but
is nevertheless the mathemati al denition of the surfa e. The o- enter energy fun tion
makes obje ts too small for large onvergen e energy levels and the Mahalanobis energy
fun tion as introdu ed by Amenta & Kil suers from artifa ts.

2 Remember

the feature size determines the x point bary enters whi h form the silhouette.
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K-Nearest Neighbours
QuantificationofofRendering
RenderingQuality
Qualityδ
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Figure 3.15: Left: The optimal neighborhood size (se tion 3.1.3 for a feature size of
h = 0.8 is around 4 depending on the quality requirements. For h = 1.6 the
smoothing artifa ts outbalan e the benet. Right: The variant of k-nearest
neighbors in a a hed and exa t version. Please bear in mind the high ost
of nding the neighbors.

Figure 3.16: Left: The standard model with h = 0.8, ell based neighborhood ball with
dimension 4 and the Gaussian weight fun tion. Middle: Feature size h = 0.8
for the squared hat fun tion, an optimum in gure 3.14 - The additional
bary enter ontrol would be ne essary. Right: High smoothing (h = 1.6
with the exa t 5-nearest neighbors.
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Figure 3.17: Left: The minimal onvergen e energy level needs to be rea hed, otherwise there is no hit. In se tion 2.4 the energy fun tions are introdu ed.
Right: The plot over the feature size and neighborhood ombined. There
is an optimal feature size for ea h neighborhood but the a tual optimal
neighborhood size depends on the model (here the generi model).

3.3 Properties of Data
Point based methods visualize point louds. This hapter overes the appropriateness
of the dis ussed methods for dierent data sour es.

3.3.1 Laser s anned data
The MLS and Adamson & Alexa methods originate from the visualization of laser
s anned data. Hen e, it is no surprise that the Adamson & Aleaxe visualization method
is appropriate. The high sampling rate3 allows good quality rendering even when no
polynomial is approximated as in the original MLS method [20℄. Typi ally, obje t features onsist of many sampling points (see the nose in gure 2.5). This allows a good
smoothing ontrol via the feature size of the weighting fun tion. The lower bound of
the features size, h, is determined by the sampling density and noise but the feature size
an be ontrolled lo ally [3℄. While edges are not typi al features for free surfa e uid
simulations, there are extensions for su h appli ation elds like in [16℄. The noise for
this kind of data typi ally omes from merging multiple region s ans from dierent view
points, but as the features are typi ally large against the noise, the dis ussed methods
smooth out the noise impli itly.

3.3.2 Fluid Simulation with the Latti e-Boltzmann Method
Re onstru ting the surfa e of the Latti e-Boltzmann based free surfa e uid simulations
by Nils Thürey from the University of Erlangen-Nuremberg [18℄ is the main motivation
3 Most

examples in publi ations on point based methods onsist of more then 100k data points.
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for this thesis. The data onsists of an uniform s alar eld en oding ll levels of ells as
overed in se tions 2.2.2 and 3.1. The provided data series have a resolution 64 × 64 × 64
and ontain, on average, 20, 000 surfa e points. This simulation an be handled by a
standard workstation. The real-time engine of the simulator is apable of produ ing
data with a resolution of 35 × 35 × 35 (about 5000 surfa e points). Compared to the
laser s anned data, this is a relatively sparse point set, but it onsists of small features
(drops) of only a few points. To examine the behavior of the methods for low resolutions
better, a standard resolution within this thesis is 16 × 16 × 16 with about 1000 surfa e
points.
The simulation does not empty ells ompletely. This ee t is demonstrated in gure
3.18 and it shows that the impli it surfa es are sensitive to this kind of noise. This is
lear as the a tual ll level only ontrols the lo ation of surfa e points oriented within
the ell and the smoothing is limited due to the many features. The gure also shows
that no isosurfa e of the ll levels an be found when the basin is too lose to the model
boundary. The isosurfa e generated by mar hing ubes is also not smooth. The gure
shows the appli ation of two standard lters. The median lter4 [9℄ is a nonlinear spatial
order-statisti s lter whi h produ es not mu h blurring. The lter used in gure 3.18
is a 3 × 3 × 3 lter. The ll levels in the neighborhood of a ell are sorted and the
ll level is repla ed with the 14th value. Applying a Gauss lter of 3 × 3 × 3 whi h is
based on weighted averages leads to a similar result. The isosurfa e is not su iently
smooth and small features be ome smaller. Larger lters with better smoothing lead to
the disappearan e of small features. Within the implementation of this thesis, the data
is ltered by two thresholds (see also algorithm 2):


All ll levels smaller than 0.1 are set to zero.



All ells having no dire t neighbor with a ll level larger than 0.25 are set to zero.

Despite the des ribed measures, the methods overed are too sensitive for the data. It
seems that in some ases nearly full ells persist within the simulation, forming layers.
This is does not always happen and is not everywhere visible. The frequently used uid
data example has a 'double layered bowl' on one side, whi h is not really noti eable
when applying the dierent rendering te hniques. Nevertheless this artifa t does exist,
as the sli e in gure 2.6 shows. This ee t is learly visible with another dataset (gure
3.19). The artifa ts annot be smoothed out - even not with a feature size that would
over most small features of the model.

3.3.3 Generi Data
To allow an easy evaluation of the visualization methods, and omitting any artifa ts
from the data, a model an be generi ally des ribed by boxes and spheres. The often
used generi model (e.g. gure 2.16) is given in a self-explanatory XML format as
(
4 The median of a set of values (x , x , · · · , x ) is x̃ = x(n+1)/2

1
2
n
1
2 x(n/2) + x(n/2 + 1)
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Figure 3.18: The data model onsists of 64 × 64 × 64 ells. Left: The ells in the enter
are minimally lled and reate a disordered impli it surfa e. Middle: An
isosurfa e at 0.02 shows the artifa ts in the data. The body appears open
where the ells are lled at the model boundary. Right: With an isovalue
of 0.5 w/o ltering, with a median lter, and with a Gauss lter.

for ea h ell do
if level < 0.1 then
level ← 0.0
end if
keep ← false
for all dire t neighbors do
if level > 0.25 then
keep ← true
end if
end for
if keep 6= true then
ll ← 0.0
end if
end for
Algorithm 2: Filtering the Latti e-Boltzmann data
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Figure 3.19: Left: The in orre t ll levels on one side of the obje t annot be smoothed
out by the Adamson & Alexa method (feature size = 1.0) the ba k is
smoother. Middle: The normals are haoti . Right: Sli ing the ll level
data set reveals the 'double layer'.

<!-- the jaart s ene graph is internally in a unit ube,
raster defines the resolution (for ea h dimension) -->
<S eneGraph raster="16">
<Sphere radius="0.25">
<lo ation x="0.7" y="0.7" z="0.7"/>
</Sphere>
<Box width="0.2" height="0.4" depth="0.3">
<lo ation x="0.3" y="0.5" z="0.4"/>
</Box>
</S eneGraph>
The attribute raster in the XML le ontrols the size of the three dimensional array
of unit ells. The ll levels of ea h ell is set by algorithm 3. The used method ubeFilling() dened by algorithm 4 is only impre ise but when the ell is an interfa e ell
(neither empty nor full), the ell is subdivided. Then the ll level is given by the sum
of the normalized sub- ells. This lassi al divide and onquer approa h ould learly be
optimized by a re ursive implementation. Pra ti ally, the interfa e ells are subdivided
into 203 = 8000 elements.
The method ubeFilling() approximates the ll level of an arbitrary sized ube by
he king for ea h orner if it is ontained by any of the shapes. The method an only
determine exa tly that the parameter ube is not ontained by any box or sphere.
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value ← ubeFilling( ell.lo ation, 1.0)
if value > 0.0 then
value ← 0.0
for all i, j, k su h that 0 ≤ i, j, k < 1 by step do
value ← (value + ubeFilling(cell.location + (i j k)T , step) ∗ step3 )
end for
end if
Algorithm 3: Create ll level value of a ell by a generi model des ription with parameter step

value ← 0.0
for all 8 orners of the ube (point, point + (step step step)T ) do
for all shapes do
if shape ontains orner then
value ← (value + 81 )

end if
end for
end for

value ← min(value, 1.0)
Algorithm 4: The method ubeFilling(point, step) used from algorithm 3.

3.4 Experimental Implementation
3.4.1 Features of the experimental implementation
The software implementation behind this thesis is a Java visualization program alled
Jaart5 . The primary fo us of the software is analyzing and understanding the properties
of the des ribed methods. A lear aim is to make as many variables ongurable as
possible. Optimally also with alternative algorithmi approa hes (an example is the
weight fun tion) to learn about their impa t on the visual result - the quantier of
rendering quality δ is an implementation of this demand.
The pure visualization is not too ostly but some of the additional modules for 2D
and 3D analysis are quite omplex. The development was based on an obje t oriented
design with the help of Together, a professional and high pri ed tool whi h is thankfully
available free of harge for students by the RRZE.
Metri
LOC6
NOC
KBytes

Value
9000
68
410

Des ription
Lines of Code w/o blank lines and omments
Number of Classes
Kilobytes of the omplete sour e ode

Table 3.2: Metri s for Jaart not in luding the automated JUnit test ases.
5 Jaart:

Just another analyzing ray tra er
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Import and Export
The following les an be read:


S alar data from the Latti e-Boltzmann Simulation.



Amira ASCII s alar data.



XML des riptions of generi models (se tion 3.3.3)



XML surfel des riptions.



Binary raw data (gure 2.6).



SVG and tabular data of the statisti s.

Export is possible to:


Amira ASCII s alar data.



XML surfel des ription



Energy s alar data with arbitrary sub sampling as Amira ASCII s alar data.

Intera tive 3D-Models
The 3D models are developed with Java3D, a free and onvenient s ene-graph API whi h
does the a tual visualization hardware based via OpenGL. The modules are:


A navigator to ontrol the viewpoint of the ray tra er.



A ongurable s ene observer.



A 3D ray analyzer showing all parti ipating entities for an arbitrary iteration
(gure3.20).

Interse tion Proje tion on 2D
Espe ially for the iterative Adamson & Alexa method, the proje tion of the iterative
steps on 2D is a valuable tool. The proje tion plane ontains the query point ~xi , the
bary enter ~a(~xi ) and the interse tion of the ray with the tangent plane ~xi+1 . The normal
of the proje tion plane is given by the ve tor produ t

~np (~xi ) = (~xi+1 − ~xi ) × (~a(~xi ) − ~xi ).

Statisti graphs
With the help of the free graph API JFreeChart several statisti fun tion give an insight
into parameters and the behavior of the methods. The energy graph is very useful (gure
3.20). Most of the graphs in this thesis are generated by Jaart.
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Figure 3.20: Features of Jaart: Left: All surfa e points with normals for a single interse tion visualized by the 3D Ray Analyzer. Center: The 2D Ray Analyzer
proje ts an interse tion s ene and allows li king through the iterations.
Right: Multiple energy fun tions and the iterations for an arbitrary ray.

3.4.2 Bottlene ks
A property of the ell ray tra ing approa h is that ell related methods (is ( lose to)
surfa e point, . . . ) are alled quite often, roughly on the order of image-pixels times
model depth. Surfa e point related methods (get neighboring ells, . . . ) are alled very

roughly in the order of the image-pixels. For both methods the results are a hed.
The ell information is pre al ulated, the surfa e point information is a hed on a tual
request as it is only required for the front fa ing part.
The Java Virtual Ma hine allows easy proling7 and analysis is done via the free
HPjmeter. The results for the fast Adamson & Alexa interse tion show that there is no
expli it bottlene k. The most expensive methods are ell traversing and interse tion,
with approximately 7% of the runtime ea h, the dominant time is spent in numerous
methods with small footprints.

3.4.3 Considerations for a faster CPU implementation
Ray tra ers are easy to implement, as shown in this thesis and by numerous available
ommodity implementations. The eld of real-time or intera tive implementations is
mu h smaller and Ingo Wald[20℄ is one of the experts in this eld. The two approa hes are
high optimization or parallelization. As already mentioned in se tion 2.1.2,ray tra ing is
impli itly highly parallel. A ray tra er an benet from the fast onvergen e of the fast
Adamson & Alexa surfa e - doing sub sampling via the energy fun tions as des ribed in
se tion 2.4.6 benets from a powerful GPU but involves no spe ial GPU implementation
eort. Obviously an integrated mar hing ubes implementation requires evaluations
only lose to surfa e points. The three dimensional data stru ture indi ates signi ant
benets from a a he oriented implementation [1℄, e.g. blo king.
7 The

ommand line option -Xrunhprof:
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3.4.4 Considerations for a GPU implementation
Ray tra ing on a GPU is overed e.g. in the PhD thesis of Pur ell [15℄. Stegmaier et. al
[17℄ do ray asting of volume data but do not on entrate on surfa e re onstru tion. The
fast onvergen e of the simplied Adamson & Alexa surfa e re onstru tion without a
polynomial approximation appears indeed to be a andidate for a GPU implementation.
It an be assumed that approximately three iterations are su ient to nd a surfa e
point (se tion 2.4.5). Algorithm 3.4.4 shows the basi pro edure. Cell nding is best
implemented with a uniform stepping on the ray (see also se tion 3.1.4) and the maximal
duration of this step is given by model size divided by the step size. The onvergen e
for a hit should be limited to approximately 3 iterations but no assumptions an be
made about the number of onvergen e attempts only lose to a surfa e but eventually
bypassing before there is nally a hit.

for ea h ray do
while no hit do

nd ell with surfa e point
onverge to hit

end while
end for

Algorithm 5: Fast surfa e re onstru tion from latti e based data on a GPU
To a hieve a on urrent utilization of the shader units, the ell nding in luding hit
iteration, ould be split into shorter loops with the frame buer as a temporary data
spa e. An interesting aspe t is how mu h prepro essing will have to remain on the CPU
(e.g. neighborhoods) and where to set the optimal balan e between a hed results and
omputation on the y.
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4 Con lusions & Future Work
This thesis shows that the lass of point based visualization methods that originate from
the moving least squares approa h are indeed suitable to visualize rather oarse data
dire tly on the latti e from a numeri al simulation. The data provided from free surfa e
uid simulations based on the Latti e-Boltzmann method ontains artifa ts that annot
be handled properly by the expe ted smoothing property of the onsidered methods.
The original mar hing ubes algorithm is in this aspe t signi antly more robust in
produ ing a smooth surfa e after a simple prepro essing of the data via a Gauss- or
median lter.
A lot eort was spent in analyzing the properties of the fast, non-polynomial Adamson
& Alexa surfa e re onstru tion method. The transformation toward an energy fun tion
proved to be a helpful approa h in exploring the properties of this interesting method.
That method was additionally ompared to two further energy fun tions, the o- enter
distan e and the Mahalanobis distan e. While the rst two energy fun tions lead to a
too-small-surfa e, the later fails to re onstru t a smooth silhouette. It is shown how the
energy fun tions an be e iently rendered as isosurfa es, a straight forward appli ation
for graphi s hardware - but sensitivity to artifa ts in the data persists.
Visualizing the simulation base, a uniform three-dimensional s alar set dire tly is an
attra tive implementation base the for point based method, usually applied on point
louds without any topologi al information. While no omplex prepro essing is ne essary and the visualization of streaming data is feasible, the model resolution is a limiting
fa tor. But any (improved) variant of the onsidered methods appears unlikely to outperform the urrently applied dire t mar hing ubes implementation of the present uid
simulator.
Any attempt to nd a method that ex eeds the non-polynomial surfa e re onstru tion
by Adamson & Alexa nally failed, both in terms of quality and in parti ularly regarding
the fast onvergen e. Hen e the method appears to be quite sophisti ated but as shown
by the large set of features of the experimental Java implementation, a ess to the
method is not as straight forward as the elegant formulation of the surfa e denition
might indi ate. This in ludes attempts in providing a smoother boundary ontrol than
Adamson & Alexa. The ray/normal based formulation that emerged from this intention
might be an interesting impulse but did not pay out.
Values for the individual parameters of the methods are rarely given in publi ations.
To give a solid base for hoosing them, the main parameters were empiri ally examined.
This requires quanti ation of the renderings. The formulation of the quantier of
rendering quality δ emerged from this task. In the given version it ontains some penalty
values. An adaptive s heme might result in an interesting tool for su h problems.
With respe t to a potential GPU implementation of the method, the fo us was limited
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to non-polynomial approximation. It appears that not mu h eort has been spent in examining a fast polynomial approximation. As the order of a ura y should be extremely
low, this might indi ate an interesting area.
A GPU implementation seems a promising approa h. The results of this thesis do not
show a ontradi tion for su h an attempt, but the a omplishment is hallenging and
the su ess might still be an open issue. The author hopes that this thesis provides a
good starting point for su h an attempt - espe ially as there is still no literature in the
form of textbooks available and to explore the pi ture from the numerous publi ations
is tedious.
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